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Dear California

I am afraid to bother you, but I would like to be sure that a seminar is just for support of Bay Area tie,

(If you knew that I am retired, and the Dean of)

graduate work at CMU to help

E.L. Bloom who started

a remarkable successful series of Chamber music

concerts, and carried on at the Brooklyn Philharmonic

Bay Area music is declining,

now, which had 17, 000 annual subscriptions, and

announced 17, 000 annually. The

Our financial picture

has improved since then,

but I suspect that the

inflation. Can't someone

would encourage all,

concerned to increase
their efforts to advance this project. It is a major factor in the revitalization of that colorful and important part of Brooklyn.

I'm leaving tomorrow to visit for a few in Harlem and will return with you on March 31st.

Hope you don't mind my contacting you in this connection but it is a particularly worthy cause.

Warm regards to you & wishing all the best.

Kerry